
WRITING A BOOK REVIEW ON A NOVEL

Check this guide to learn all about how to write a book review of a novel with ease. As you may know, a review is a
profound form of feedback about a book, film.

Why does Ursula keep coming back? Does it present ideas in original and engaging ways? The one place
where the reviewer and reader agree is that reading should bring pleasure. Her lives through the interwar years
and the Blitz of London demonstrate how narrow women's roles and options could be then, but smart, pretty
and determined, she makes her way. Discuss positive and negative moments supporting it with evidence. The
first draft of your novel review may not seem ideal, so be ready to revise the text several times. A novel
review in college and a review for a journal can have different styles and organization. What's more, you have
no excuse for writer's block because everything is right there in front of you. The transitional thesis is the last
sentence of your introduction, and it can be positive-positive or positive-negative. With men, it's more than
complicated. Points to consider while writing: Organization. Only Ursula knows she's saving the maid from a
trip that will lead to death from influenza. While reading, write a brief summary for each section. Write the
introductory part. The author, Evan Marshall, is a novelist and an agent -- a successful agent who knows what
sells and what doesn't. You can highlight the most interesting moments, write down questions that can arise
while reading, or list the names of characters that appear in the novel. This is a good choice for those who are
on a holiday or travel a long distance trying to fill up their spare time with thrilling reading. Instead, ask
someone to proofread your work and revise it accordingly. More rebirths, longer lives, more deaths. This
information is so often glossed over in how-to books, and it is the one thing most writers hate to do more than
anything. As you finish, put the text aside. If you will feel that this sample is not enough, read other novel
review examples on our site. Write the heading. End the review with a short conclusion.


